
II. Letters of the Cebuano-Visayan Alphabet and Their

Corresponding Sounds

A



U u

W wa

Y ya

The glottal stop, which is the sound formed by momen-

tary stopping of the air passage in the glottis, is represented

finally by an apostrophe /*/ and medially, occurring between a

consonant and a vowel or vice-versa, by a hyphen /-/. Initially

and intervocalically, i.e., between two vowels, it is not repre-

sented.

e.g. bata* child

b^t-ang buttocks

ciyo fix

maSyo good

III. Other Conventions Used

VAR: represents the dialectal variant of an entry,

e.g. BULAN N (VAR: bQwan)

A hyphen before an affix signifies a suffix, i.e., one

that is attached to the end of a root/ stem,

e.g. /-a/ + dako' > dakoS

A hyphen after an affix signifies a prefix, i.e. one

that is attached to the beginning of a root/ stem,

e.g. /mu-/ + lak^w > mulak^w

A hyphen before and after an affix signifies an infix,

!.(»., oxu] that is inserted into a root/stem,

e.g. /-in-/ + tahi' > tinahi*

A discontinuous affix is represented by a hyphen after

the first part of the affix followed by three dots, then,

followed again by a hyphen before the second part of the affix,

e.g. /pa-... -on/ + k^on > pakaonon

Two slant lines enclose an affix,

e.g. /mu-/



A colon separates the actor focus affixes from the af-

fixes of all the other focuses.

e.g. /mu-, maN-z-on, i~/

A comma represents a series of similar meanings of an

entry; a semi-colon separates different but closely related mean-

ings of an entry.

e.g. PAPA N (pa^ short form) father, daddy, dad,

pop; The Pope

A comma also represents a series of affixes belonging to

a group.

e.g. /mu-, mag-, maka-, maN-, manga-: -on, i-, -an/

Underscoring or underlining is used for the verbal affix

and whatever is in focus.

e. g. Manih^pon ako.

Parentheses enclose either the variant or the short form

of an entry.

e.g. ARKILA N (VAR: ^rkila)

KITA PRO (ta, short form)

They are also used to enclose other information necessary

for the meaning of an entry or for the translation of a Cebuano

sentence.

e.g. PANIT N skin (man); rind (fruit)

Manghampak ako. 1 whip (people).

Brackets enclose irregular forms which are otherwise not

easily discernible to the dictionary user. These irregular

forms result from a combination of the affix plus the root/ stem,

e.g. hurot + /-on/ [hCitdon]

b^sa + /-an/ [basShan]

/maN-/ + kSon [mangSon]

/maN-/ + dakop [manakop]

/maN-/ + lak^w [manglSkaw]



An accent mark /'/ indicates the primary stress of two-

or-more-syliable words

.

Although the spelling of borrowed Spanish words has been

retained, a few of the most commonly used words have been Cebu-

anoized in spelling, e.g. tinidor . The choice between i and e,

u and o has not been standardized. W and y, however, have been

used before vowels, instead of u and i.

e.g. BWINGGIT, PYAL
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